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ABSTRACT
What follows is an exploration of the bounds of Material Intelligence in
contemporary forms of making. While the physical work is autobiographical, and this
research is broken up by anecdotal vignettes of my lived experience, the questions
presented here are urgent and present. What is craft and where can it be most useful
today? What objects hold stories, and how can we become more connected to these
objects? In a world filled with the mass produced, I aim in this writing to showcase a
different way of approaching material and making. A regard for old ways of seeing, and
for a mindfulness when it comes to objects, stories, and spaces. This writing is my
journey in pursuit of value. Through my own life, through various mentors, teachers, and
lessons, I have learned to look to an object’s origin to understand its value. Folk art (art
of the people), the handmade, and traditional craft all ground us to place, time, experience
or culture. I am not arguing that things must be done one way because it is tradition.
Instead, I look at what these traditions provide beyond the object, which is often a
communal experience of growth, appreciation, and learning. Craft can connect people
across distance and time. To borrow a phrase from Glenn Adamson, I hope through this
research to uncover a world of “Fewer, Better Things”.

1
INTRODUCTION
“Doesn’t an old thing always know when a new thing comes?”
—Ray Bradbury1
Much of my resourcefulness and imagination comes from a childhood spent
exploring and playing with my material environment. My mother was a stay-at-homemom until my sister and I were both old enough that we could fend for ourselves in the
summers and after school. I remember making books, drawing, and playing games with
my mother when I was young. One such game was a scavenger hunt through the house
for some sort of prize. She would draw various pieces of furniture and objects in our
home, things like a lamp, the tissue box on a desk, or a duck my grandfather had carved. I
would find a new drawing at each of these objects, sending me sprinting off to the other
end of the house or up and down the stairs. This is one of my strongest and earliest
memories of interacting with the objects around me. Crawling under an old writing desk,
I’d find a slip of yellow paper folded thrice and tucked into the gap between boards that
had shrunk and worn loose with age.
Sometimes, in place of a scavenger hunt my mother would buy brightly colored
clay for us to mold, or we would go into her sewing room, dig through scrap drawers for
excess pieces of fabric from her quilts, and make a drawstring pouch which I would fill
with sand, stones, or interesting things from the woods on our property. At that young age
I was learning, through material and through play, how the world around me was built.

1
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This natural curiosity compounded when my dad would take me to his cabinet shop or a
house he was building, and we would make small things like toolboxes, toy cars, or
shelves to put my treasures on. If the project was too much for me to help on, sometime
my dad would build it without me, and it just showed up after school. One particular
piece I remember was a 4’ by 4’ box, segmented as a grid into small cubbies. He brought
that home for me to sort my legos into, and I spent as much time sorting legos by color or
shape as I did building with them.
I grew up around the insides of things. The acreage my parents purchased had an
old farmhouse, a barn, a granary, and a cave, all nestled into the hillside, separated by
retaining walls and plateaus of patchy grass. My father enjoys a project, so over the
course of my childhood he went room to room gutting the old farmhouse and restoring it
piece by piece, fixing the barn and converting the granary into an office. I remember
standing shoulder to shoulder with the old two-by-four studs watching my father work by
yellow halogen light. There existed a deep joy in seeing the bones beneath our old home,
knowing that careful hands had set them into place years ago and that my father’s careful
hands were there now to set things right again.
What I have come to realize now is that all of these things pointed me toward a
passion for making for oneself, for folk art, and for teaching others how to see the world
in its parts as I do. From furniture, to the box I sorted legos into, I believe when looking
deeply at the craft of a thing, one can often find a story. Whether that story lies in the
marks made from use and wear on a tool, in the sun leathered skin of my father’s back, or
in the careful creation of a home for a child on folded yellow paper; these are the things
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that bind us to place and time. There is value to this kind of seeing, an experience of
knowing a thing through the joy of making, fixing, or taking it apart.
Today I see less of this knowing in the world. Instead, I see a throwaway culture
based solely on consumption, where individual taste is ironically expressed through
anonymous, factory produced objects. While there are many organizations, artists, and
theorists writing about contemporary craft (and art), arguing that the means of making
today are more accessible to everyone than ever before, I can’t help but wonder what is
lost in translation. What is lost when the goal of making a thing is simply to possess it. In
other words, what stories, culture, or traditions embedded in an object are torn away,
when processes informed by a why and a how are replaced with the finality of a mere
“finished” product.
In many ways this writing is about small and intimate things, the feeling of a knife
handle worn glossy and smooth by my great grandfather’s hands, the warmth of a day’s
light clinging to the burnished metal of a block plane on my workbench, or knowing that
in carving with a knife and axe I follow in the footsteps of woodworkers before me that
have laid a path for those who will come after. In other ways this writing is about big
things: the countless factory workers producing cheap trinkets for consumption and
amusement; the disconnect from our material environments and the necessity of learning
to make and mend for ourselves; the stories that are forgotten or cannot take root in an
object when its value is determined by how cheap it was to produce and sell.
The point of all of this is a simple one. I have spent the majority of my life in
some education system: k-12 education, 4-year degree, folk school apprenticeship,
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graduate school - all while being taught the trade of construction and cabinetry by my
father every summer since I was twelve. In these spaces between employee and son,
apprentice and student, learner and master, I gathered a material perspective with which
to view the world around me. I believe that we are currently suffering from, and
attempting to cope with, a trauma caused by living in an age of plenty, where how we
value the objects in our lives does not revolve around their construction, origin, or
embedded stories. Our regard for these things is disappearing.

5
WHAT IS CRAFT?
“What is this return to craft, really? A true grassroots
campaign? Or just another hipster hobby?”2
—Julia Bryan-Wilson
For the duration of this paper I will be using terms such as Craft, Cræft, and Craftlike in order to explore craft and solidify a definition of craft in an age where we
desperately need to think about how and where things are made. Unlike Glenn
Adamson’s expanded view of craft, where the numerous and nameless factory workers of
today are those he views as working within contemporary craft practices, as well as
artists who push the bounds of material through skillful manipulation, I believe craft
today has a more exclusive and meaningful definition. Rather than just a focus on skill
and material, what Adamson and other contemporary craft theorists miss is the value of
simple handcraft rooted in time, place, and culture. Community can grow around craft
practices. Assume for the duration of this paper that unless stated otherwise, when I use
the word “craft” I am talking about: a practice of skilled handwork, developed over years
of intense guidance and practice, resulting in human made objects of personal expression,
rooted in time and or place, which serve a function or purpose in its owner’s (or maker’s)
life. This definition stems from my own education in trade skills, specifically
woodworking, with my father and grandfather, as well as a handcraft-oriented education

2
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from North House Folk School which specializes in teaching traditional northern craft.
Through these forms of education, I have come across, studied under, and made fast
friends with many mentors who are adept in the making of valuable objects or the
manipulation of specific materials within the context of their origins, stories, or legends.
They each have a specific material intelligence developed over years of practice and
study within a field.
In seeking to define craft it is apparent that my definition of craft does not bind
itself to creating one specific object or taking part in a process of making. To make one
chair, throw one bowl, knit one sweater, or weave one textile is not good enough. Neither
is performing one good operation within a factory setting, even if that operation requires
skill and produces a consistent object. Craft is communal.
Craft is about the connectivity between maker and material, material and
environment, or object and tradition. In a world so far removed from the objects it
consumes, above all, I am seeking excellence and care in making which cannot be
attained by any other means than a full immersion into the history, techniques, and stories
that go along with any craft that has existed for a number of years. When I pick up a
chisel, I am grounding myself through time and human history back to the first makers
and the first chisels. This excellence and care can only be fostered by the social and
communal aspects that accompany making within tradition, environmental, or material
bounds. These stories that accompany objects ground them to place, time, shared
experience and act to destabilize the perceived importance of the unique or individual.
Rather than using craft practices to tout personal style, this type of shared making is at
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the root of what craft can do for the world today. It builds community through
recognition of the individual handmade object as part of a history of making.
While my definition of craft does not limit itself to a specific object or process of
making, the scope of my exploration within this paper does constrain itself to the context
of my person. Likewise, understanding any material process well is like understanding
only a piece of a puzzle, it takes a depth of knowledge in many and varied ways of
making and living to understand why or how something was done in conjunction to its
parts.
Sharing experience through making is what can bridge the gap between an
accountant, a photographer, a service worker, or industry laborer. Put people of different
backgrounds in one room, start telling stories and guide creating with their hands, and
ignorance is stripped away as easily as shaving the bark from a piece of green wood. This
community-based learning is the cornerstone of my definition of craft. When I watched
students leave North House Folk School Courses, they left with more than the knowledge
to carve a spoon or knit a mitten. They left with stories to tell and skills to share, as well
as objects grounding them to experience and real people of different backgrounds.
The distinction I am making in my definition of craft is many-sided. While
recognizing the individual maker and object can be important, one must be careful not to
limit one’s mindset to simply the creation of a unique object outside the chains of
production in place today. In navigating this ground between the individual and the mass
market, I think craft can identify the need for connectivity to place and human
expression. To put it another way, while craft practices can move toward uplifting
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individualism or specific cultural contexts, I think it is better suited toward instilling
value into the objects we surround ourselves with. This value of the handmade runs
counter to the disposable consumer culture of mass production. Craft can be a gateway
into an awareness of the other, a move toward or return to the fundamentally different. A
definition of folk art is: “the traditional decorative or utilitarian art of the people that is
often an expression of community life and is distinguished from academic or selfconscious or cosmopolitan expression”.3 It is about making for oneself, and in doing so,
making not just an object with function but an object that is also beautiful and
communicative to its owner. As one of my many mentors likes to say, you can make
something purely utilitarian, it will function, but “The eye also has its needs.”

3
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WHAT IS NOT CRAFT?
“But I often ask myself whether it is not the inconspicuous things which
had the real and decisive influence on my development and work: my time
with a dog, the hours spent watching a rope-maker in Rome, who in his
craft repeated one of the oldest actions in the world, and, in the same way,
a potter in a small village on the Nile. To watch him at his wheel was an
inspiration to me, in a very mysterious sense, and impossible to put into
words.”
— Rainer Maria Rilke to Alfred Schaer’, February 16, 19244
With this definition of craft in mind, consider how many uniquely and skillfully
handmade objects exist in comparison to the mass-produced objects found in superstores
worldwide. Objects designed to appear handmade are merely “craft-like” objects, to
borrow a phrase from Jenni Sorkin.5 Machines and makers have usurped mark making
devices and duplication tools to give the appearance at first glance of quality or authentic
handcraft; and for good reason.
Jenni Sorkin seeks to draw a line between craft objects and “craft-like” objects, in
an effort to define some sort of authenticity in making, or at least showcase the activities
and contexts to which craft has contemporarily been constrained. She concisely identifies
an intense desire for the handmade, human made object in contemporary society, while
pointing out how corporations have usurped this desire to sell objects or experiences that
are masquerading as authentic craft.

4
Rainer Maria, Rilke, “Letter to Alfred Schaer” In CRAFT. Edited by Tanya Harrod, (London:
Whitechapel Gallery, 2018), 74.
5
Jenni, Sorkin, “Craftlike: The Illusion of Authenticity.” In Nation Building: Craft and Contemporary
American Culture, edited by Nicholas R Bell, (Washington, DC: Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonian
American Art Museum, in association with Bloomsbury Press, 2015), 74.
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“Craftlike work permeates the contemporary sphere—in artisanal pickles,
handcrafted beverages at Starbucks, and craft beer. Craftlike has become
the ultimate embodiment of corporate creativity, a value that shows
consumers through television advertisements of a neatly contained thirtyseconds snippets, what processes actually look like,…”6
Sorkin showcases many ways in which studio artists as well as these corporations have
taken the idea of an original experience or object and used it to sell a certain identity to
the audience. The conclusion that Sorkin comes to is that craft and craft-like objects
cannot be distinguished from each other anymore as the handmade has been used and
usurped by studio practices and makers from the hobbyist craftsperson to the
corporation.7 Sorkin’s point here, and mine as well, is that although Glenn Adamson may
argue that craft occupies a much greater space than it ever did in the 19th century, much
of what Adamson defines as craft is in fact craft-like. It “proselytizes a lazy authenticity
that does not generate or grow a network or spawn community.”8 Thus, when craft or the
handmade is used as a marketing scheme, it misses completely the regenerative - often
healing - community engagement that allowed craft and community to be mutually
sustaining.
It is clear through the examples Jenni Sorkin presents, as well as looking at
contemporary artists like Martin Puryear, that people desire objects that are skillfully
crafted whether for that aesthetic quality of the hand visible in the final product, or in

6
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Puryear’s case, a simple pleasure in using hand tools to shape his work.9 A connection to
processes of making, is desired more now when objects are mass produced and shipped
from unknown unnamed facilities. Whether it is making for oneself or buying locally
from an artisan, this trend toward the unique object rooted in time and place is visible
through the rise of content creators, farmers markets, makers spaces, and shop local or
DIY (Do It Yourself) movements. The mass market would not try to imitate handwork if
this desire for it were not so strong, and the consumer would not desire an object labeled
“local” or “handmade” if they did not feel some of these grounding objects and practices
of communal making have been vacant from their lives. These craft-like “imitations” act
as placeholders within our homes, giving an illusion of authenticity to store bought
objects that proliferate across the globe. This desire is a pursuit for value in objects and
identity (both personal and communal).
Thus, we return to the question of identity: the line between craft and “craft-like”
frequently involves the artist’s persona as a maker. Ezra Shales explores this concept in
his latest book, The Shape of Craft, in which he argues that artists have often used the
persona of a craftsperson to further their agenda as a maker, or to sell their work under
the guise of traditional or authentic making, often at the expense of craftspeople not
necessarily aligned with so-called fine art. Shales says that in an expanded field of craft,
“However ‘unique’ or ‘personal’ or ‘organic’ you might perceive their work to be, their

9
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labor is most interesting as a cypher through which to understand their constructions of
identity in relation to their environments.”10 This relationship is clearly demonstrated in
Shales’ examination of artists like Nampeyo, Brancusi, and Karen Karnes using the
persona of the craftsperson in order to connect themselves to their work and build identity
based on that potentially misleading persona.
The example I will cite specifically from Ezra Shales is of the studio photographs
taken of Brancusi. These photographs often crop Brancusi among large timbers, alone,
with hand tools. The persona created is that of a lone artist crafting by hand.
“Photographing himself thrusting a large frame saw or hewing with an axe, Brancusi
seems to divine ‘the soul of the tree’, as furniture maker George Nakashima would later
put it, or perhaps to make tooling seem a form of religious devotion.”11 He made his work
a man and material process of handwork when in actuality much of this work was likely
done by apprentices under his guidance and with the assistance of power tools. Here we
have an artist choosing the persona of craftsman with hand tools, a shaper of the material
world. He was “regarded as an artist who made sculptures out of wood, not as a woodworker.”12 This distinction is important to how he and his work were viewed by the
public. As Shales continues, “self-portraiture as a peasant woodworker make his persona
and work inseparable.”13 There is an intention to this portrayal of self which Sorkin
would likely use to label Brancusi’s work craft-like.

10
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This is one of many examples where artists use the personae of craftsperson, and
even craft practices of manipulating materials, in their practice. Again, what is missing
are the community and storytelling that should be invested in these objects and in the
practice of making. Brancusi incorporated storytelling within his practice, but for him the
story is that he is a lone artist who sculpts wood. The stories that interest me are
imbedded in simple objects that may not be world changing or incredible works of public
art. Instead, (useful) objects created by the people hold much more interest. The trouble
with craft-like objects is that the value we give them is always aligned toward values of
individual achievement that perversely undermine the very qualities of sustainability,
community, and transmission necessary for any craft. In defining what is not craft, often I
look to the history and/or the scope of use of an object for answers.
Shales concludes the Shape of craft with thoughts on craft today, and the myths
surrounding craft practices with this timely statement:
“Craft cannot be regarded as a method of manufacture held over from some
romantically imagined pre-industrial epoch, a time and space of free
individuals at work outside capitalism and corporations… Craft continues
to thrive in nooks and crannies which we must seek out.”14
It is with this thought on what craft is not that I can move forward to identify a place for
craft today to grow, and how a lack of responsible and thoughtful making processes is
what has exacerbated the disconnect from a communal experience. These things are
critical to craft’s contemporary place in homes and public spaces, and even more critical
to the longevity of making as something of and for the people.

14
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THINKING THROUGH MAKING
“He felt it, in his bones. It was a perception with him. But there was no
science in it; no reasoning. Every detail stood by itself, and had to be
learnt either by trial and error or by tradition.”15
— George Sturt
For as long as I can remember, my own studio practice has been punctuated by
my need to think-through-making in order to fully explore an idea. When I was a child
my father would read books to me for years, an hour or so a night, continuing until I was
around thirteen. While he read from the large faded leather armchair, I listened while
playing with legos. While what I built was never directly connected to what he read, I
nevertheless needed to be doing something with my hands; creating in one way while my
mind imagined in another. When I reread the books he read to me, I can sometimes
remember the things I built at certain points in the story. Likewise, when I glance a
certain section of lego in the overflowing bin, I will recall a scene from a Terry Brooks
fantasy novel that he had been reading while I played. Thinking and making for me are
intimately connected.
This concept is also true for others, my father specifically. When he made
things in his cabinet shop, I would often ask him what he was making, his response
almost always was, “I don’t know what I am making until it’s finished.” Usually

15
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followed by, “Making it is the fun part anyway.” Growing up to these vague responses
often turned me toward the object itself for answers. He wouldn’t tell me he was
shaping - some moulding for a fireplace mantlepiece, maybe - but if I looked at the
piece in progress (or for easier answers the technical drawing) I could piece these
things together myself. Much like the scavenger hunts at home where I looked around,
under, and inside things, being in the shop with my father made me look at what might
potentially be hidden within a thing. I wondered at the joining of things, and my love
for woodworking emerged through this inquiry. Often, I too don’t know what I am
making until it is finished.

16
MATERIAL INTELLIGENCE
“Craft draws its very strength from its anarchistic quality and its ties to
traditions, both its adherence to conventional artisanal labour and also its
more messy reinventions.” 16
— Julia Bryan-Wilson
Glenn Adamson, a leading craft theorist working both in circles of craft and fine
art, recently coined the term “Material Intelligence.” In his latest book, “Fewer, Better
Things” Adamson writes on the nature of making and how there has been a loss of
familiarity with materials and processes of making which used to be inherent within
objects. His potent example involves asking an audience in an auditorium where and how
the seats they are sitting in were made.17 Unsurprisingly, nobody can tell him where or
how the chairs were made. Toward this line of thought Adamson has defined “Material
Intelligence” as, “a deep understanding of the material world around us, an ability to read
that material environment, and the know how required to give it new form.”18 This is
exactly the relationship with materials and learning that I feel is disappearing from the
mantle of knowledge that used to be common place. A lack of material intelligence stems
directly from a lack of access to the means of making for oneself, and in turn the growth
of communities through this teaching and storytelling. Where it was once commonplace

16
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to know how to mend clothing, repair buildings, to butcher animals or to grow food these
are now specialized trades which the average individual is disconnected from by varying
degrees based upon upbringing and proximity to the work.
The community aspect of craft practices is what Adamson seems to miss. As
Jennie Sorkin points out, much of what Adamson labels “contemporary craft” today I
would argue is not craft. Understanding how materials are worked and harvested is a
great step in the right direction, but object manipulation is only part of the deal, there also
needs to be community and the sharing of stories from maker to maker. This emboldens
craft and brings life to an object beyond its function or purpose. Handcrafted objects
become relics of an experience of making together, of sharing skills and stories.
Teaching material intelligence as such could offer many avenues into crafts or
trades which were once more commonplace, yet it is evident that general education has
moved away from this style of learning. Industrial design and the home economics
courses of my k-12 education are gone now. This trend can be seen through history as
well, with the rise of the readymade object and the deskilling involved in outsourcing
work to unnamed and unknown craftspeople who execute the work of the artist as
designer. It is here where the issue of distancing ourselves from the processes of making
arise.
The rise of the readymade, both in the fine arts, as well as in the case of flatpacked, ready to assemble disposable furniture from brands such as Ikea, are merely
symptoms of a scarcity more generally of both material intelligence as well as the desire
to learn how to make and sustain for oneself. It is a symptom, moreover, of a disposable
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culture where quick gratification outpaces slower, material investment. Implied here is
the role that industry takes in consumer society. Material intelligence is lacking today in
large part because the means to create are no longer accessible to the working class. Be it
a lack of tools, materials, free time, or energy, it is far easier to consume the readymade
or the prefab than it is to gather with one’s local community to explore processes of
making. This turn away from material intelligence is a symptom of a larger crisis, and
though I don’t believe taking up a craft practice can save the world on its own, there are
far worse things than maker spaces and sewing clubs. Craft does have power, it is just
currently being used as a coping mechanism within this system, rather than confronting it
directly.
Glenn Adamson has made the presumption that craft is more prevalent in the
world now than it ever was in the past, under various guild systems or constrained to
certain circles of people. What he attributed to its rise today however is not necessarily
that more people are turning to craft objects for their uniqueness or sense of individuality
they give, but to the countless factory workers who make up assembly lines, preforming
certain tasks efficiently and effectively to turn out product. It seems that he views this
labor force as the crafters of this century. 19 What at first glance could seem beneficial many makers indicating that craft has found a foothold into the industrial machine of
consumerism - couldn’t be further from the future of craft that I hope for.

19
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Adamson’s ideas on material intelligence are a beneficial lens from which to view
the disparity right now between people and the means of making or understanding how
objects are assembled. Unfortunately, relegating the future of handcraft to underpaid and
nameless workers toiling for long hours in a factory setting misses the greatest advantage
traditional craft or folk art can give to contemporary society; strong community. An
awareness of materials, making, and local community extends beyond even the human
experience into that of other species.
The argument can be made today that humans are living in an age of excess and
plenty as far as the first world consumer is concerned. Through Amazon, various
superstores, or any online marketplaces, we can attain whatever we desire quicker than
ever before in human history. This speed in both producing and delivering goods has
caused a disconnect between people, the goods they purchase, and means by which those
goods were produced.
Glenn Adamson says this best in his recent book Fewer Better Things: “Our
material environment is not only less accessible and more complex than it ever has been,
but its origins are also remote from us, in every sense.”20 This remoteness has caused a
loss, both of identity as well as the ability to identify with our environments, which has
predicated the rising interest in “handcraft” today. However, his relationship and
potential revival between material environment and object is strained.
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Rather than romanticize over some prelapsarian21 rural utopia, I seek to address
the concerns surrounding disposable lifestyles and the lack of accessibility to handcraft
rooted in time and place. In his book “Craeft” Alexander Langlands highlights the
disconnect from material world as he breaks down traditional practices in a search for
authenticity and the reason things were done one way over another. While Langlands
view is warranted, he remains quite romantic throughout his text about a world which can
never really exist again if it ever existed in the first place. What his work does do is draw
attention to the lack of material intelligence today and the benefits of examining the
interconnectivity of everything around us, from materials to other species.
Langlands has multiple examples regarding humans harnessing materials of both
animals, plants, and earth. The most effective example of this symbiotic relationship
between people and nature involves the construction of a hive for bees. In his experience,
handcrafting a skep, a home for the bees made of interwoven branches, versus buying a
prefabricated hive had a lot to do with ease of collecting the honey. A bee skep needs to
be destroyed to collect honey, whereas a more modern hive is reusable and easy for a
human caretaker to scrape clean.22 Langlands offers insight into a much greater issues
here as he examines the bees themselves. When the hive is a human centered design, it is
reusable, it needs not be destroyed with each use. But, as he finds in having both types of
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hives on his property, the hive in the skep was healthier overall. The colony in the skep
began sooner and was active longer, producing more than the hive designed for human
convenience.23 The point of his experimentation being that “the craeft in beekeeping is
not the meddling in the bees’ affairs but in the preparation of their home.”24 This is a
prime example of Glenn Adamson’s thoughts on material intelligence today and its
decline in the objects we surround ourselves with, but it also touches upon the
community building, this time between Langlands and the bees. There is a symbiotic
relationship involved with the craft of skep making in that Langlands not only considers
materials and making processes, but also considers the bees and their part in the making
for him.
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GUIDANCE
“When the rhythm of work has seized him, he listens to the tales in such a
way that the gift of retelling them comes to him all by itself. This, then, is
the nature of the web in which the gift of storytelling is cradled. This is
how today it is becoming unraveled at all its ends after being woven
thousands of years ago in the ambience of the oldest forms of
craftsmanship.”25
— Walter Benjamin
The rise of sloyd as a buzzword around handmade goods indicates the desires of
artists and craftspeople to reconnect themselves to local communities and sustainable
means of making. The word “Sloyd”, sometimes spelt “Slöjd” is a Scandinavian term
which has come to infer fine handcraft. Sloyd is defined as: “a system of manual training
developed from a Swedish system and designed for training in the use of tools and
materials but emphasizing training in wood carving as a means to this end” Though it
was first associated primarily with woodcraft it has recently become a word which can be
used to describe many handmade traditional crafts.26 My first encounter with the word
was on the shore of Lake Superior at a small nonprofit called North House Folk School.
They specialize in teaching traditional northern craft, a sloyd based education of hands on
lifelong learning. The school itself is not alone in its efforts to teach material intelligence
and give students the ability to make for themselves. Other schools throughout the US
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include Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts, Penland School of Craft, John C Campbell
School of Crafts, as well as other smaller shops or organizations specific to a material
such as The Fabric Museum or Center for Art in Wood. There are of course many more,
and seem to be more by the year, the rise of these schools and spaces attests to the lack of
material intelligence in the standard educational system. This can also be seen in the rise
of maker spaces as public studio options for people who want to make or learn to make
but lack the guidance or tools. With craft and material investigations being more
desirable, it is no surprise these alternative spaces and schools are popping up to fill in
the gap left by public education when it comes to skillsets for handwork.
Students came from near and far to North House Folk School to learn from
masters of their craft who have been living and working in specific fields for years and
years. It is at North House Folk School where I first encountered reference to founder of
the Danish Folk Highschool Tradition, N. F. S. Grundtvig. Pioneered in his writings and
teachings, Grundtvig’s thoughts on folk education, for-the-people teachings, is the model
that North House’s own philosophy stems from. The idea that learning is a lifelong
pursuit and learning useful handcraft skills should be a cornerstone of an education
system is one of many ideas attributed to Grundtvig.
These ideas were part of Gruntdvig’s “Peoples enlightenment”27 and
“Enlightenment for life”28. What Grundtvig believed in is “an understanding of the real
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and deepest truths that constitute Enlightenment never comes from rote study of
classroom texts.”29 This belief lead to his development of the “Folk Highschool” a school
he envisioned would teach anyone, from farmer’s children to the children of the wealthy.
People of all classes and backgrounds should attend this type of folk highschool, which
would moreover involve “handworkers of all kinds, seamen and tradesmen.”30 This idea
of education of the people, for the people, is something North House has built upon and I
believe is a mindset which offers directly a solution to the lack of material intelligence
today.
The turn toward this form of education, through the rise of handcraft and DIY, the
urge to make for oneself and to understand how things are made, is a sign that that people
are suffering from lack of access to the needed forms of education and/or the tools
needed to make for themselves. Gruntvig argued that
“…all humans everywhere are born into a particular folkelig and historical
context, and it is within this framework that their own personal drama of
enlightenment must be played out… there is a collective as well as
individual aspect to the experience of enlightenment…”.31
Folkelig is a term which summarizes this community-based craft oriented to landscape,
stories and people’s experience. Gruntvig proposed a “Folkelig Højskole” (Folk
highschool/College) and proposes that only in a place, “where the young people from all
regions and classes met and lived together to study their mother tongue, their country’s
history, and its present condition, would the young people of the future be able to acquire
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the foundations for Life’s Enlightenment”32. I believe that Gundtvig and Adamson are
interested in a similar type of enlightenment toward material and environment. This idea
of Folkelig, a cultural context and presence carried by the individual but brought to
places to share with others is exactly the future that craft can and should have. It is this
kind of awareness of context surrounding making that can bring greater communities
together, celebrating the value in understanding the means of making for oneself.
It is clear here that the goal is not a form of nationalism or patriotism, but rather a
system where people of all backgrounds can come together in shared learning experience,
not necessarily from texts but from hands-on learning. It is an experience of community
building sorely needed in responding to the divisions and disparities between peoples
seen in our contemporary political and economic landscape.
We are currently coping with a trauma that is evinced by the mass produced: the
cheap manufactured goods which we are surrounded with cannot generate the individual
or communal forms of expression that can convey meaning or purposefulness in the
routine of our lives. It is in this search for value in objects, places, and communities that
the mending power of craft is most potent, though it should be noted that simply
transitioning to practicing more material intelligence and a craft-based lifestyle is not
enough to deal with the system that caused these traumas in the first place. Craft is
merely an effective tool in the process of coping within those systems.
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CRAFT AS COPING
“Thus the real test of an object’s worth lies not in its efficiency, novelty, or
even beauty (which, in any case, is in the eye of the beholder), but in
whether it gives us a sense of our shared humanity. It is hardly ever wrong
to value an object. The problem lies in not valuing things enough.”33
— Glenn Adamson
Now that I have discussed the lack of material intelligence, the desire of the
individual to learn these skills, and the failings of the education system to engage fully in
conversations around learning to make for oneself, I will direct attention toward how
craft and the making of things is used today to cope with the trauma created by our
disconnection from the handmade (or human made).
The act of creating something by hand is in its nature an incredibly human way to
express our experiences and values. In few places is the handcrafted or human made
object more important than in the inhuman conditions generated by warfare. Bibiana
Obler’s research “Craft as a Response to War”, from the book “Nation Building” (sharing
its name with a symposium on craft from 2014), talks about the various ways which craft
has been used as a coping mechanism. Olber’s primary example is of Catherine Robert’s
foundation, “Quilts of Valor” started in 2003. Quilts Of Valor revolves around the act of
handcrafting quilts which are sent to soldiers fighting in Afghanistan.34 This serves two
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great purposes, the first is to offer the soldier a comforting human made object which can
be looked to, held, and immersed in (literally covering oneself with) during stressful
often life threatening conditions of war. The second great function of this handcraft is to
offer the maker, removed from those conditions of war often through physical distance, a
craft process to lose oneself in during creation of these quilts. Olber writes, “No doubt the
painstaking handiwork was a welcome distraction, something to help keep oneself sane in
the trenches (or when wounded or a prisoners of war).”35 Movements like quilts of valor
demonstrate the healing and communal power of craft, though in a way that is again
coping with circumstances within a larger faulted system. In other words, craft does not
seem to have the power to end wars. The process of sewing a quilt can only distract from
loss or trauma for so long. Regardless, makers are still banding together to send these
human-made objects to those in need. It is this effort in stitching together a community,
in coping with loss of one thing by making another, that I wish to highlight.
Julia Bryant Wilson writes about social practice art revolving around or often
stemming from craft practices rooted in textile work that was primarily done by women
to aid various war efforts, with helmet liners, socks, quilts, and other forms of textiles.
What this practice has evolved into is something she describes now as “craftivism”, or
contemporary movements of craft activism outside the bounds of war but in response to
social values. She uses examples of women literally knitting themselves in place as a
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form of protest.36 However, one of the issues with this craftivism, as Wilson points out, is
that often the form craftivism takes encourages the purchasing of handmade goods rather
than the making of them.37 While more people should be making for themselves, I still
find it encouraging to support the production of handmade goods as opposed to the mas
manufactured items sold at box stores.
Both these examples show a contemporary place that craft practices occupy
beyond the making of the handmade. Craft can become a powerful proponent of change
through the making of or giving away of a handmade object in the case of a quilt. It can
become a socially empowered way to become more visible, through groups practicing the
same sort of handwork, as in the case of sewing circles or spoon carving festivals. Hand
craft that assembles and builds community is on the rise. It is this alternative space for
making that is neither bound to the K-12 education system, nor created as a consumable
video on YouTube. What these spaces do is offer alternative means of learning from
people in addition to creating objects that can transcend space and time. The process of
making can be a healing one, both for the maker and often for the recipient as well, and
which can also connect us to people and experience.
In these groups and alternative learning spaces I see a growing desire to learn to
make for oneself as a means of building a shared material intelligence. Craft can be and is
used as a way of coping with the trauma caused by our further disconnection from our
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material environment, whether that is part of the acknowledgement in the making process
or not. The turn toward the handmade is a turn away from the mass market and toward a
world that places more emphasis on value. This ranges from valuing time spent with
those who are no longer here, time spent on the making process, or placing more
emphasis on the indexical marks which point to the human hand in an object. Wilson says
it best at the end of her essay,
“Yet perhaps craft matters in part because it gives us purchase on a pointed,
potentially messy, necessarily intricate and in-process activism, as it leaves
room for the dropped stitch, the slight irregularity, the imperfection that
reveals the personal investment and care in making.”38
Craft’s power is in its variability and the many ways in which it shows the human hand
connected to the process, because we know that behind that hand is a lifetime of stories.
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WITH CAREFUL REGARD
Things men have made with wakened hands,
and put soft life into are awake through years with
transferred touch,
And go on glowing for long years.
And for this reason, some old things are lovely
warm still with the life of forgotten men who made them.
– Things Men have made, D H Lawerence39
While all that I have mentioned is pressing and urgent, I wish to reiterate key
points and be firm in some regard to the nature of this inquiry into craft. Not everyone
needs become potters, carpenters, electricians, or basket weavers. Handcraft, it seems,
will always be on the rise in some form. Whether experienced through DIY kits, through
YouTube content creator platforms, or through organizations like North House Folk
School bringing hands-on experience to students, craft is on the rise, but never quite
mainstream. Craft and folk art are things we turn to in our lives which today are often
filled with otherwise routine or mass-produced objects and experiences. Handmade
objects give us grounding points to real people, places, or memories; things much more
important to building community than mass market trinkets sold at gift shops.
What I hope for is not a world where everyone becomes a master in every trade,
something that is anyway unfeasible. Instead, I am eager for a world where we
acknowledge processes of making and deeply consider what surrounds us, beyond just
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objects or people or places. Craft has the potential to reveal class oppressions that persist
through the processes of de-skilling, which often result in communities depending on
outside sources of industry to produce their goods. Arming communities with strategies
that support material intelligence helps to enable their coming-together in celebration of
making, of the local, and of utilizing their own labor to provide for themselves. It is a
more interesting world to live in when we surround ourselves with finely crafted objects
rooted in place, time, and stories. We must consider the effects we have on other species
and the effects that making with our hands has on us.
In many ways, this is about small moments and intimate feelings, in others it is
about large moving parts that seem out of our control. The question I ultimately hope to
pose is one of value. We are currently suffering from a lack of material intelligence; an
inability to explore (or create) our own folkelig. Yet I remain hopeful.
Craft has a way of permeating the fabric of local communities, knitting people of
all backgrounds together. It is in this framework that craft is most useful. Craft alone
cannot confront systematic oppression or the deskilling of labor; it cannot end suffering
on the scale of a theater of war, and everyone suddenly throwing away their massproduced objects in favor of handmade goods they found at an art market certainly won’t
unravel the cycle of consumption. Where craft’s power lies is in imbuing objects with
human experience. We surround ourselves with the handmade not for the object, but for
its connection to something greater. Objects crafted with care and intent contain
memories of loved ones, neighbors, and time cherished through the making process.
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I am hopeful for an old way of seeing, a slow regard for objects and stories. Much
of my resourcefulness and imagination stems from a childhood spent shoulder to shoulder
with trees in the woods, shoulder to shoulder with the stud walls of new and old
construction, shoulder to shoulder with my father and grandfather. These three
generations, three ways of seeing, fostered in me a love for material intelligence, a
curiosity, and a careful regard with which I view the world.
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RITES OF PASSAGE
“I’ve taught you everything I know, and you still don’t know anything”
–Todd Gathje
The thesis work and show, Rites of Passage, is an exploration of the themes of
craft, learning, community and guidance through an autobiographical account of growing
up working both for my father and grandfather, my time spent at a North House Folk
School rooted in the Danish Folk Highschool education, and my own explorations of the
world around me through material and making. There are lessons I learned, and a
material intelligence which will never leave me. The work that follows is about
conversations, about lessons, learning, and storytelling. Though the work is not directly
linked to my research here, as in it is very much about my lived experience, there is a
conversation within this process of thinking through making. Learning centered in
material intelligence is apparent through the visual representation of lessons in the show.
Frequently occupying the space between employee and son, I remember standing
shoulder to shoulder with old two-by-four studs, watching my father awaken the bones of
our home. His shadow darting this way and that through hot yellow halogen light. These
moments, at once normal and mythical, helped create powerful impressions and a
reverence for the shaping of objects, stories, and spaces; for the shaping of otherwise
silent things.
Rites of Passage is a body of work about origin, value, and a slow awakening of
material sensibilities. It is about the intimacy of a knife handle worn glossy and smooth
by my great grandfather’s hands, and about the clink-clink-clink of a claw hammer
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keeping time in a tool belt holster. Each sculpture or installation cites moments of
discovery, lessons passed through time by word of mouth or work of hands.
I grew up around the insides of things; spaces under, between, or just beneath the
surface. In altering the form and iconic placement of these objects, attention is given to
the narrative qualities and tactile nature of learning through doing. Each piece functions,
much like the objects they are crafted from, as a place to pause, to pay attention. A desk
is not the end of the journey, it’s often not even the beginning. Each piece is merely a
chapter in a greater story; a space to teach, to listen, to be taught. This body of work
explores the intent of education. In a more universal sense, what we think of as “lessons”
are often incremental rites of passage.
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